PACTS RTMS Subcommittee Meeting
AGENDA
Tuesday, February 9, 2021
10:00 AM – 11:30 AM
Remote Meeting
Zoom:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86529971255
Call in: (301) 715-8592
Meeting ID: 865 2997 1255

As of March 31st, 2020, PACTS and GPCOG are holding all committee meetings via Zoom
conferencing technology. We remain committed to full public access and participation in our
meetings through remote access during the COVID-19 crisis. Remote meetings will be held
in accordance with the requirements of LD 2167, Public Law Chapter 618.
Both the chat and Q&A features will be turned off during PACTS and GPCOG meetings to
ensure full public access to telephone participants and to avoid the confusion of side
conversations.
Public comment will be taken verbally during the public comment period. Members of the
public who wish to speak should “raise their hands.” Participants joining by computer or
mobile app can click on the “Raise Hand” button. Participants joining by telephone can dial
*9.
1. Welcome – Jeremiah Bartlett, Chair
2. Public Comments
The public will have an open comment period with a 3-minute limit per individual to
comment on any issue, including items on the agenda.
3. Acceptance of 10/28/20 Minutes (Attachment A) – 5 min.
4. Re-distribute Funds in the Consultant’s Tasks – 15 min.
At the previous meeting of the RTMS sub-committee there was little interest in selecting
signals for an assessment of RTMS communications network and signal equipment (Tasks 2
and 3 in the consultant contract). Conversely, several municipalities of expressed a desire
for more hours for responding to municipal requests (Task 6). The consultant has developed
a revised estimate of hours based on re-distributing hours between the tasks. To complete

the goals of the contract, the consultant needs to understand the controller brand and
whether the controller has ethernet capabilities. If they scale back their effort and only
inventory those locations where they do not have information on ethernet capability, then
the effort for Tasks 2 and 3 could be reduced to 250 hours rather than the 525 hours
budgeted. These hours (or at least a portion of them) could be moved to Task 6.
Recommended Action: Approve the re-distribution of 250 hours from Tasks 2 and 3 to Task
6 in the consultant’s contract
5. Signal data collected – 30 min.
The reduced effort for Tasks 2 and 3 is possible with assistance from the municipalities. On
January 7, 2021 an email was sent to RTMS members with links to an interactive map with
an accompanying spreadsheet that contained information on the region’s signals. The
request was made for municipalities to review and update the information. The consultant
will present the information that they have obtained and detail those areas where more
information is needed.
Recommended Action: For information and discussion only
6. Discussion of RTMS Server/ ATMS.now (Attachments B and C) – 40 min.
ATMS.now the successor to Streetwise, which is no longer supported, is up and running in
Portland. The current PACTS RTMS Server located in South Portland uses Streetwise.
Because Streetwise is no longer supported, new traffic signal installations cannot connect to
the existing server. The consultant has gathered cost information for three different options
to upgrade the PACTS RTMS Server and Software. The consultant will also discuss the some
of the advantages and disadvantages of the options and will show the results of the survey
of member’s RTMS priorities.
Recommended Action: For information and discussion only
7. Other Business
8. Adjourn.

PACTS Regional Traffic Management System
Committee Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, October 28, 2020
11:00 AM -1:00 PM
Remote Meeting
In Attendance:
Committee Members
Tom Milligan
Bob Burns
Steve Landry
Jeremiah Bartlett, Chair
Travis Moore
Stephen Buckley
Justin Gove
Katherine Kelley, Vice Chair
Mark Arienti
Guests
Milan Nevajda
Eric Dudley
Brad Lyon
Curtis Thompson
John Adams

Affiliation
Biddeford
Gorham
MaineDOT
Portland
Saco
Scarborough
South Portland
Westbrook
Windham

Attendance
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

South Portland
Westbrook
Sebago Technics
Sebago Technics
SLR

For GPCOG
Elizabeth Roberts, Harold Spetla
1. Welcome- Elizabeth Roberts, GPCOG
Elizabeth Roberts opened the meeting at approximately 11:00 AM. Elizabeth noted that this was
the first PACTS RTMS meeting since the spring of 2019.
2. Public Comments
There was no public comment.
3. Chair and Vice-Chair and schedule
Prior to conducting any vote, Elizabeth asked how the Committee would like to set the rules of
voting, given some municipalities had multiple representatives in attendance. The Committee came
to a general consensus that each municipality would be able to cast one vote and MaineDOT would

also have one vote. South Portland selected Justin Gove as the voting member. Westbrook selected
Katherine Kelley as the voting member.
Elizabeth Roberts asked the Committee if there were any nominations for Chair of the RTMS
Committee. Jeremiah Bartlett nominated himself for Chair and Tom Milligan provided a second.
Katherine Kelley, Tom Milligan, Bob Burns, Justin Gove, Stephen Buckley, Travis Moore, and Mark
Arianti voted in favor of appointing Jeremiah Bartlett as Chair of the RTMS Committee. Jeremiah
Bartlett abstained. The motion passed with seven in favor.
Elizabeth opened the meeting for nominations for Vice Chair of the RTMS Committee. Bob Burns
nominated himself for Vice Chair and Tom Milligan provided a second. Jeremiah Bartlett, Katherine
Kelley, Justin Gove, Stephen Buckley, Tom Milligan, Travis Moore, and Mark Arianti voted in favor
of appointing Bob Burns as Vice Chair of the Committee. The motion passed with seven in favor.
Jeremiah opened the discussion regarding the Committee meeting schedule. Options discussed
included: every month, every other month, and quarterly meetings. Katherine Kelley and Jeremiah
Bartlett spoke in favor of quarterly meetings. In lieu of monthly meetings, the consultant will
provide monthly reports to PACTS which will help to develop quarterly meeting agendas. The
Committee did not formally vote, but agreed to meet quarterly in 2021, beginning on the second
Tuesday of January—and the second Tuesday of April, July, and October thereafter. The option
exists to modify the meeting schedule, if needed.
Tom Milligan asked for clarification on how the RTMS Committee would fit into the revised PACTS
Committees structure. Elizabeth noted that the RTMS Committee would be able to provide
recommendations to the PACTS Policy Board and Regional Transportation Advisory Committee. The
RTMS Committee will provide technical insight into important regional decisions, such as the future
of the RTMS server.
4. Meet the Consultants
Brad Lyon introduced himself as the project manager for Sebago Technics and the overall
consultant team. Brad also introduced Curtis Thompson, Sebago Technics traffic engineer, and John
Adams, from SLR (formerly Milone and MacBroom). Brad also noted that Sebago Technics could
possibly defer some communications infrastructure work to Mike Costa at MobilityTech.
Jeremiah Bartlett asked Brad to review the scope of services under the RTMS contract. Brad noted
that the consulting team would continue to provide on-call traffic consulting, signal engineering
services, and signal operation optimization. However, Brad emphasized that the primary focus of
the scope is to develop a new workplan for RTMS and evaluate the needs for a new traffic
management system for PACTS. This includes determining the status of PACTS RTMS today, what
exists for a communication infrastructure, and determining how to fill the gaps to meet future
goals.

Brad identified the need to start with an overall assessment of RTMS communications network.
This will include identifying the type of communication that exists and the communications that are
not working as intended. This will result in a document that describes needs to meet future goals.
The consulting team is prepared to study up to 125 signalized intersections and develop system
priorities to meet network needs. The consulting team would then develop a recommended plan to
implement changes, maintain signals, and operate signals.
Jeremiah suggested that any municipalities who have an inventory of signalized intersections
should be encouraged to provide that information to the consulting team to reduce the workload.
Katherine Kelley mentioned Westbrook’s need for a traffic signal inventory to support a case for
improvements—this scope should support that need.
Mark Arienti asked how Windham could fit into the scope of work since they have not previously
been involved in the RTMS program. Brad Lyon expressed that the consulting team was open to
adjusting the scope however PACTS and the RTMS Committee wished, including expanding the
inventory to include Windham.
John Adams reiterated the need to inventory, implement, and then move toward a proactive
management strategy.
Tom Milligan requested a typed copy of the approved scope of services. Elizabeth offered to send
the signed contract out to members and also noted that PACTS would be willing to amend the
contract to include Windham in the scope of services.
5. Summary of previous RTMS Studies
Brad Lyon provided a timeline of the RTMS program, starting in 2000 with the Maine Mall Signal
Study, which covered 29 signals across South Portland, Westbrook, and Scarborough. In 2008,
RTMS formed and conducted the Phase 1 RTMS Study on 63 signals in Portland, Westbrook, and
Scarborough. In 2011, the Phase 2 RTMS Study covered 25 signals in Biddeford and Saco. In 2014,
FHWA conducted an overview of the PACTS traffic signal infrastructure. In 2017, the Phase 3 RTMS
Study covered 70 signals in Gorham and Scarborough. In 2019, the Portland Peninsula Signal Study
covered approximately 60 signals in Portland.
Brad provided additional details on each of the outlined studies, accompanied by a PowerPoint
presentation, available here.
Katherine Kelley asked how the Rock Row intersections were funded without an agreement with
Portland, given the need to pay licensing fees. Jeremiah Bartlett clarified that the developer of Rock
Row paid the upfront costs and Portland has been drafting a municipal agreement to share the
costs associated with hosting the signals. Portland also pays an annual maintenance fee.

1:15:32
6. Selection of signals to be evaluated
Brad Lyon opened the meeting to the municipalities to suggest signals for evaluation. Portland and
South Portland expressed that they did not have a strong interest in have the in-cabinet hardware
inspected as part of this contract. Travis Moore noted the Elm/Lincoln/Water intersection would
likely be Saco’s priority and Travis offered to follow up. Stephen Buckley suggested that Payne Road
in Scarborough should not be evaluated. Stephen also noted that Scarborough has a good sense of
the conditions within all of their cabinets.
Brad suggested that many municipalities may not have a solid inventory on the functionality of
their detection infrastructure.
Jeremiah asked municipalities to provide all current signal information to Elizabeth Roberts and she
would filter the information to the consulting team. Brad specified that he would be most
interested in controller architecture, cabinet architecture, and controller brand.
7. Discussion of RTMS Server/ ATMS.now
Brad Lyon introduced three alternatives to consider for the PACTS RTMS server.
The first alternative would be to use the Portland ATMS.now server, which would require a great
deal of coordination with the Portland staff. Additionally, the Portland traffic server exists on the
same server as the rest of the City—which is an untraditional approach. Brad noted that the City
might have some security concerns. Jeremiah Bartlett noted the Portland IT Department was
conducting a security assessment with regards to how the IP addressing takes place at all of the
signals.
The second alternative would be to upgrade the South Portland server at the Western Ave Fire
Station. The current server is over 18 years old. An upgrade would be an upgrade to ATMS.now.
There would be significant costs—intersection licensing and significant upfront costs to purchase
software. This essentially would duplicate the efforts of Portland by changing the location of the
server. Curtis Thompson added that the advantage to using South Portland would be that the
infrastructure is already set up to connect with other municipality’s signals, so there would be less
upfront capital for connecting to other municipalities.
The third alternative would be shifting the responsibility to Highway Tech and utilizing a cloudbased server. Municipalities would have VPN access to a remotely hosted server that Highway Tech
would maintain. This would include a regular fee paid to Highway Tech for hosting.
Brad added that there is a possible option to give each signal an IP address and change timings by
going to the IP address within a web browser—this limits some additional functionality that would
exist in the other alternatives. The Subcommittee stated that they did not have a strong interest in
moving backward in functionality.

Justin Gove asked for clarification on the timeline for when these decisions should be made. The
consulting team emphasized that the current RTMS server is far beyond it’s expected operating
lifespan. Similar servers have permanently crashed in recent years. The current server and
operating system are not supported by their manufacturers.
8. Memorandum of Understanding/ Cost Share
Elizabeth Roberts outlined the cost share requirement of $33,600, which is to be split between the
participating RTMS communities. The division of the cost share could be split equally or partitioned
by the number of signals.
The Memorandum of Understanding distributed at this meeting did not include a monetary
amount per municipality, because the division would be determined based on how many
municipalities participate. Municipalities were asked to sign the Memorandum of Understanding
and return it to Elizabeth by the end of November 2020.
9. Other Business
Jeremiah Bartlett and Katherine Kelley agreed to touch base another time regarding licensing
agreements surrounding the Rock Row intersections.
10. Adjourn.
All were in favor of adjournment at 1:00 PM.

Option 1: Upgrade Portland ATMS.Now Server
56 Signals Currently Connected
61 Added Signals from Other Systems
142 Existing Signals to be Connected
41 Reserve Capacity

Existing Streetwise Network
22 South Portland
10 Scarborough
6 Westbrook
7 Portland

Costs for 300 Intersections:
Licensing Costs and SMA 2023: $247,975
167 New Controllers*: $1,002,000 ($6,000/Controller)
50 Cellular Modems**: $75,000 ($1,500/Modem)
171 Hardened Switches***: $427,500 ($2,500/Switch)
Server Upgrade****: $79,300
SMA 2024-2030: $178,200____________
10 Year Total Costs: $2,009,975

South Portland
18 Unconnected
Scarborough
22 Unconnected

*Note: Inventory currently identifies 133 Trafficware
Controllers with Ethernet capabilities.

Portland/PACTS
ATMS.now
54 Connected

**Note: Number of Cellular Modems estimated from the
number of intersections in Inventory without possible
existing connections.

Westbrook
9 Unconnected
Westbrook
2 Connected

***Note: Assuming that the cabinets currently NOT
connected to a central system will need a network switch
or VPN router

Gorham
6 Unconnected

****Note: Can be located in either Portland or South
Portland

Windham
9 Unconnected
Saco
7 Unconnected

Portland
61 Unconnected

Connection from Biddeford/Saco
Connection to Streetwise Network
Existing Connection to Portland
New Connection

Biddeford
10 Unconnected

Biddeford and Saco
16 Connected

Option 2: Cloud Based ATMS.Now Server
117 Signals From Existing Connected
142 Existing Signals to be Connected
41 Reserve Capacity

Existing Streetwise Network
22 South Portland
10 Scarborough
6 Westbrook
7 Portland

Costs for 300 Intersections:
Licensing Costs and SMA 2023: $247,975
167 New Controllers*: $1,002,000 ($6,000/Controller)
50 Cellular Modems**: $75,000 ($1,500/Modem)
171 Hardened Switches***: $427,500 ($2,500/Switch)
Cloud Server: $64,125
Cloud Services 2024-2030: $162,000
SMA 2024-2030: $178,200____________
10 Year Total Costs: $2,156,800

South Portland
18 Unconnected
Scarborough
22 Unconnected

*Note: Inventory currently identifies 133 Trafficware
Controllers with Ethernet capabilities.

Westbrook
9 Unconnected

Cloud Based
ATMS.now

**Note: Number of Cellular Modems estimated from the
number of intersections in Inventory without possible
existing connections.

Gorham
6 Unconnected

***Note: Assuming that the cabinets currently NOT
connected to a central system will need a network switch
or VPN router

Windham
9 Unconnected
Westbrook
2 Connected

Saco
7 Unconnected

Portland
54 Connected

Connection from Biddeford/Saco
Connection to Streetwise Network
Connection to Portland
New Connection

Biddeford
10 Unconnected

Biddeford and Saco
16 Connected

Portland
61 Unconnected

Option 3: NTCIP Based Central System
117 Signals From Existing Connected
142 Existing Signals to be Connected
41 Reserve Capacity

Existing Streetwise Network
22 South Portland
10 Scarborough
6 Westbrook
7 Portland

Costs for 300 Intersections:
Software: $33,750
0 New Controllers*
0 Cellular Modems**
0 Hardened Switches**
Server: $20,000***
Field Monitor Units: $1,500,000 ($5,000/Units)
Intersection Configuration: $150,000 ($500/Intersection)__
10 Year Total Costs: $1,703,750

South Portland
18 Unconnected
Scarborough
22 Unconnected

*Note: FMU can monitor both a TS1 and TS2 cabinet and
is capable of communicating directly with ethernet
enabled controllers.

NTCIP Central
System

**Note: FMU has a built in Cellular Modem and Network
Switch/VPN Router.

Westbrook
9 Unconnected
Gorham
6 Unconnected

***Note: New Windows based/SQL server located in
South Portland

Windham
9 Unconnected
Westbrook
2 Connected

Saco
7 Unconnected

Portland
54 Connected

Connection from Biddeford/Saco
Connection to Streetwise Network
Connection to Portland
New Connection

Biddeford
10 Unconnected

Biddeford and Saco
16 Connected

Portland
61 Unconnected

PACTS RTMS

Systems Engineering
Regional Traffic Signal Management System Questionnaire

Please review the following statements and select the response that best fits your
thoughts on a regional traffic signal management system. Also, please rank the
statements based on importance and/or priority.

Priority

1

Statement
It is important that there is a
single system/software that
manages all the signals within
the PACTS RTMS.

1

The traffic management
software should be able to
identify vehicle and pedestrian
detector status and be capable
of sending automated alerts
when faults are determined.

1

The traffic management
software should be capable of
allowing users to remotely
modify the traffic signal timings
of all of the traffic signals

1

The traffic management
software should be capable of
allowign users to remotely
modify the traffic signal timings
of coordinated, high volume, or
high priority intersections and it
is less imperative that the
timings be remotely modified at
isolated, low volume, or low
priority intersections

1

The traffic management
software should be easily
accessible for all users

1

The traffic management
software only needs to be
accessible by users responsible
for the operation of the traffic
signals

Name:_________________________
Title:___________________________
Municipality:____________________

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Strongly
Disagree Disagree

